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We Are Going To Be Poor Forever

A Solo Exhibition by Jeremiah Jones
Gallery X | 280 South Columbus Drive room 113

March 15-31, 2012

Jeremiah Jones’ *We Are Going To Be Poor Forever,* is a multichannel video projection that features the artist’s folk art-inspired handmade animal dolls, walking through the night, looking for a place to sleep. While walking, they meet a cast of characters who tell stories - reflecting on the relationships and ideas that have shaped their world. These characters rarely infer meaning on their experiences; instead, they suggest questions without providing us answers. In this video work, Jones embraces innocence and the spirit of living without compromise, as well as a discussion of patriarchy, racism and economic justice.
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Founded in 1994, the Student Union Galleries (SUGs) at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) has established itself as a staple of SAIC’s student life—a place where student artists and curators can challenge their work in a public setting. SUGs is run by five student directors under the guidance of faculty advisor, Michael x. Ryan. Producing between 9 and 12 exhibitions of student work each year, SUGs facilitates programs that provide a more open exchange for students across disciplines and departments, as well as with vital members of Chicago’s art community. Many of SUGs alumni, both directors and exhibiting artists, have made substantial contributions to the arts in Chicago, and have built valuable careers in the arts both nationally and internationally.